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CURATOR’S STATEMENT - ART HORSES AUSTRALIA
ART HORSES - A Sculpture Exhibition of Painted Horses
These Art Horses have their genesis in the phenomena of painted animal-art that has swept
the world. It has included exhibitions of artist-designed cows in Zurich, Calgary, Chicago and
New York, pigs in Seattle and moose in Toronto.
In Australia, the horse was selected for its unique role in our history, from the settlers to the
legendary Phar Lap - and, of course, the “race that stops a nation” - the Melbourne Cup.
These uniquely painted and designed life-size horse and foal sculptures created by prominent
and emerging Victorian artists provide an unprecedented blend of art, imagination and fun.
The exhibition combines elements of street theatre and public art and they create a
memorable spectacle wherever they ‘graze’!
Each horse is brightly and amusingly painted to reveal the individual artist’s distinctive
perspective on the tradition of ‘equine art’. They have become synonymous with the famous
Spring Racing Carnival over the years.
The Art Horses Collection originally included over fifty wonderfully painted horses on many
themes, ranging from wild and zany to more classically executed pieces. They have been
displayed throughout the City, beginning in 2000, with exhibitions running through 2015. In
2001, a major three week event entitled “Birth of an Art Horse” was staged at the Melbourne
Museum, featuring notable artists at work designing and painting them.
Art Horses Australia has three simple goals:
• to generate artistic creativity & showcase local artists
• to bring smiles & chuckles to the faces of children and adults - Melbournians and
visitors alike
• to raise substantial funds for a nominated charity with a major auction to be held at
the conclusion of the exhibition run.
“The familiar form of the horse combined with spectacular and inventive imagery surprises
and delights viewers of all ages. Art Horses Australia encouraged community interest in the
visual arts everywhere the horses appeared”, says Exhibition Curator, Jacqueline Taylor.
Art Horses Australia was the concept of Art Horses Australia Founder, Melbourne
entrepreneur Danny Finley, who designed the fibreglass forms of the horses, and developed
in conjunction with Exhibition Manager and Curator, Jacqueline Taylor, OAM, of OzLink
Entertainment.
Jacqueline Taylor OAM
October 3, 2017

For a more detailed history of the horses, please see the end of this Catalogue.
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Violence Free Families is the only national community based charity working for the
prevention of family violence in all of its many forms.
Established in 2009 after many years of work by the Rotary Club of Brighton, it has been the
leading innovator in Australia of research and development in the field of behaviour change
programs for violent men.
Its ground-breaking research into the long-term outcomes of men’s programs, led by
Monash University, showed convincingly for the first time that these programs work well in
the long term as well as the short term. The report of this research was launched in May,
2017 by the Hon Marcia Neave, chair of the Royal Commission into Family Violence in
2015/16. It has reached a wide audience nationally and internationally.
From 2014 to 2016, Violence Free Families developed ‘Safer Futures’, a world-first online
family violence prevention program for men who have no access to face-to-face programs.
These are men living in rural and remote areas, men on shift work and men who are too
ashamed to join face-to-face programs. The results, evaluated by the Centre for Program
Evaluation of the University of Melbourne, have been excellent.
In the future, Violence Free Families plans to roll out the new online program Australia-wide
and innovate more much-needed programs to benefit the children and women who suffer
so much from family violence in our community.
Your generous support by buying or hiring horses will help us with much-needed funds for
the continuation of our vital work.
Dr David Smyth
Chairperson

Violence Free Families ABN 97 140 937 382
PO Box 2074, Brighton North, Vic 3186 Telephone: 1300 640 055
secretary@violencefreefamilies.org.au www.violencefreefamilies.org.au
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ART HORSES CURATOR & EXHIBITION MANAGER
JACQUELINE TAYLOR OAM
Jacqueline Taylor OAM launched Ozlink Entertainment in 1999. This Company is currently
active in all aspects of the visual and performing arts developing from her professional role as
Visual Arts Director of the Victorian Arts Centre 1982-1999, incorporating the former
Westpac Gallery (now the George Adams Gallery)
In 2002 she was awarded the Order of Australia for service to the visual arts.
Jacqueline has organised and managed over four hundred, local, national and international
exhibitions including one hundred touring exhibitions including ART HORSES -painted horses
celebrating Melbourne's Spring Racing Carnival.
Her council and board memberships include the:
•

Australian-American Fulbright Educational Foundation

•

Australian Museums Association

•

Australia Council Joint Exhibitions Committee

• Australian Gallery Directors Council
• National Gallery Society of Victoria
• The Australian Journalists Association
• The International Council of Museums.
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Terms and Conditions of Sale

Price
Art Horses are available for sale at $3,000 ONO and sales are GST free.

Buyer’s Premium
VFF will not charge a buyers premium.

Structure of Horses
The buyer acknowledges that the horses are not designed to support weights.

Title
Violence Free Families guarantees good title to all goods. Violence Free Families warrants that the goods are
free of any and all security interests, liens and encumbrances.

Condition of Goods
The buyer accepts the goods in the condition as displayed at the time of purchase. In the event of damage in
the period between sale and collection, Violence Free Families will make good any damage to the condition at
the time of purchase.

Payment
Payment may be made:
•

In cash.

•

By Visa or Mastercard.

•

By direct transfer to BSB 013 355; Account number 1817 22263.

Artist Resale Royalty
Buyers should be aware that the goods purchased may be subject to the Artist Resale Royalty in the event that
they are onsold.

Collection of Purchases
The costs of collection will be borne by the purchaser.
Collecting agents should arrange directly with National Storage as described in the Release form.

Enquiries
Enqioroes relating to the purchase or hire of the Art Horses should be directed to the Violence Free Families
representatives listed on the front page of this catalogue or to 1300 640 055 or
contact@violencefreefamiles.org.au.
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ARTIST INDEX

Horses shown in red have been sold
ARTIST NAME

HORSE NAME

Clark, James
Dowell, Anthony & Belinda
Evans, John
Gibson, Penelope
Gibson, Penelope
Hallinan, Declan
Hallinan, Declan
Henri, Franciscus
Hicks, Allen
Hicks, Allen
Irving, Pamela
Jose, Ellen (dec.)
Kalaitzis, Phoebe (dec.)
Kalaitzis, Phoebe (dec.)
Lester, Alison
McArthur, Fleur
McCormack, Bridget
McCracken, Jenny
Moynihan, Daniel
Myer, Jos
Napier, Ian
Ogge, Mark
Quah, Eric
Rowe, Jackson
Rowe, Jackson
Rowlands, Alex
Rubin, Victor
Rubin, Victor
Slattery, Jo
Slattery, Jo
Taylor, Ulla
Taylor, Ulla
Tindall, Wayne
Trott, Karen
Wardrop, Susan
Woodman, Daniel
Woodman, Daniel
Zbukvic, Joseph
Zbukvic, Joseph

THE GREAT BOOKIE ROBBERY
HORSE ON A ROPE (DOWNSTAIRS)
STORMY WEATHER
FARM HORSE
SPRING PROMISE - Foal
BUSH BRUMBY
COUNTRY RACES
THE PAINT IS ALWAYS GREENER ON THE OTHER SIDE
LUNA PARK
SKATE
PHAR LARRY: A NEW LEGEND
ISLAND PONY
CROFT ALLEY
PENDER PLACE
ALL OUR HORSES
SPRING SUNRAY - Foal
ROSIE POTTER
THE KING
CELTIC TIGER
LAY-D GOOD ON YA (SOLD, DISPAY ONLY)
BLUE POLES
CARNIVAL, Foal
LUCKY TIME & DAY
MACRO & MICRO 'Morphing the Canvas'
MACRO & MICRO - Foal
RED CHILLI PEPPERS
BURNT SUMMIT
VOLCANIC HEAT - Foal
MANHATTAN
FORTUNE COOKIE
THE DRAGONS - Horse
THE DRAGONS - Foal
CHIC CHEVAL
SUPERHORSE (DOWNSTAIRS)
THE IMAGE OF SPRING
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TRACK WORK - Mother
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THE GREAT BOOKIE ROBBERY
James Clark

Artist's Statement
The GREAT BOOKIE ROBBERY occurred in April 1976 in Queen Street, Melbourne.
The bookmakers were said to have lost more than 6 million dollars.
At the time, the bandits were both lauded and despised for their actions, in much the same way the Kelly
Gang were spoken of as either heroes or terrorists.
In the new millennium this argument is still pertinent.

About the Artist
James Clark is a Melbourne based artist/designer works out of his Richmond studio. He has been
involved with projects such as The Big Day Out; GLOBE (Skateboarding) World Cup; Community Youth
Projects (City of Boorondara & City of Casey); Drug and Alcohol Foundation Youth Campaigns. He is
currently working for the Museum of Victoria, Melbourne Jewish Museum, Immigration Museum, clothing
labels GLOBE and Kookai and a number of inner city galleries.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-02
01
200 x 246 x 55
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HORSE ON A ROPE
Anthony Dowell

Artist's Statement
To beat the traffic and get the best odds, there is no quicker way to the course than via the river,
combining horsepower with boat power!!

About the Artist
Anthony Dowell is the manufacturer of the fiberglass moulds.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-34
02
165 x 314 x 59
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STORMY WEATHER
John Evans

Artist's description
A storm is coming in, racing as fast as lightning, this horse is sure to be a winner!

About the Artist
John Evans has worked for over 25 years delivering innovation and flair in vehicle wrapping as a highly
qualified custom painter and bodywork specialist.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-13
03
200 x 246 x 55
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FARM HORSE
& SPRING PROMISE
Penelope (Nellie) Gibson

Artist's Statement
I created Farm Horse as a link between my time spent growing up in
the South of Spain and my time now as an Australian living in
Victoria.
The horse is an important symbol in both of these cultures and I saw
this chance to create Farm Horse as a way of reconciling these two
parts of my life and creating a bridge between them.
The birth of the Foal gave me the idea of newborn babies and spring
when creating this piece. The idea of promise, of what’s to come.
How will babies grow up? This foal could be the next Melbourne
cup winner!

About the Artist
Penelope (Nellie) Gibson has been commissioned to create a
number of works for public display: River wall, Crown Casino (2001);
Salvation Army Crisis Centre, West Melbourne; Casa Forte Design,
Crown Casino (1999); the corporate offices of Bruize Advertising, St.
Kilda; S & R Fashions, Collingwood (1995) and the Mural for Bistro
Vite, Southgate (1992).
Her art can also be admired on several CD covers for Mushroom
Records and the ABC Jazz Record ‘Sudden in a Shaft of Sunlight’. She
has held solo exhibitions at Monash University Studios, Fitzroy
Gallery, and Motor Works Gallery as well as participating in a
number of group shows.

FARM HORSE
PROMISE
STOCK No:
VFF-HFC-03
CATALOGUE No.:
04
Dimensions:
180 x 235 x 56

SPRING
VFF-HFC-04
05
140 x 116 x 31
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BUSH BRUMBY
Declan Hallinan

Artist's description
As an Artist, I feel it is my job to relate the feeling of being in the landscape; not a perfect picture but an
essence of all the elements involved. It is an emotive response that I have tried to convey in the painting
of Bush Brumby and Foal.
The horse is deeply connected with the land, bush and mountains of Australia. Though not a native
species it is broadly celebrated in Australian bushlore, poetry, film and art.
The last of the wild brumbies that roam the great mountain ranges of Victoria now seem part of our
natural landscape. It is thought that the name Brumby derives from Scottish Soldier and Farrier, James
Brumby, who arrived on the Britannia in 1791.

About the Artist

Declan Hallinan is a self-taught artist based in Collingwood. He has been exhibiting his paintings for
twenty years
His work traverses themes of the environment, exploring the way humans occupy territory in and around
cities.
His subject matter is predominantly of the inner city from Collingwood to Fairfield, which he has explored
for many years.
Drawn to the natural environment on the urban edges and the way man and nature interact on the city
fringe, Hallinan's work captures the moment, finding beauty in often banal everyday industrial scenes.
He paints what fascinates him and relies on the viewer to connect with the work rather than being told
what they should see or think about it.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-15
06
200 x 246 x 55
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COUNTRY RACES
Declan Hallinan

Artist's Statement
This Art Horse celebrates the tradition of country racing.
My own association with country racetracks comes from when they are empty.
I like sitting inside the rails at Hanging Rock and painting.
It was this quiet time that influenced the day scene/night scene split.

About the Artist
Declan Hallinan is a self-taught artist based in Collingwood. He has been exhibiting his paintings for
twenty years.
His work traverses themes of the environment exploring the way humans occupy territory in and around
cities.
His subject matter is predominantly of the inner city from Collingwood to Fairfield, which he has explored
for many years.
Drawn to the natural environment, on the urban edges and the way man and nature interact on the city
fringe, Hallinan's work captures the moment, finding beauty in often banal everyday industrial scenes.
He paints what fascinates him and relies on the viewer to connect with the work rather than being told
what they should see or think about it.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-17
07
180 x 235 x 56
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THE PAINT IS ALWAYS GREENER ON THE OTHER SIDE
Franciscus Henri

Artist's

Statement

The Spring
Carnival has
always invoked in me an exciting sense of colour and fun. So combining the racing carnival with art could
only lead to one thing. FUN.
I thought: Many have painted horses but has a horse ever painted itself?
This horse was created within an installation in front of an audience. I dressed as a painter working with
ground sheets and painters equipment - workbench, pots of paint and a ladder.
The final work has the horse wandering into my work site and creating an ART HORSE of its own making.

About the Artist
Franciscus Henri is well known for his work in theatre and music for families with young children. He
has recorded over twenty albums. What is less known is his involvement in the visual arts.
Having had three successful one man shows of his paintings, his art has also contributed to theatre set
design costume design and cover art for many CD's produced by ABC FOR KIDS MUSIC.
Franciscus looks forward to being part of the fun of the spring festival! "it's not often that actually painting
becomes part of my performance, this is going to be fun!"
As many who have seen Franciscus perform, everything he does is touched with his special kind of
humour. His design for "THE PAINT IS ALWAYS GREENER ON THE OTHER SIDE" is just that!

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-36
08
200 x 240 x 90
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LUNA PARK & SKATE
Allen Hicks

Artist's Statement
Luna Park was inspired by St. Kilda’s famous Fun Park in Melbourne, Victoria. The colours and designed
elements over her body, replicate patterns of the famous mouth entrance and the exciting rollercoaster.
The roller blades, helmet and knee pads relate to the idea of a different sort of roller coaster ride. This Art
Horse is bright, bold and fun - like St. Kilda
Luna Park’s gorgeous foal SKATE is popular because she is a happy extension of her zany parent. The
happy Luna Park mouths on her flanks and the crazy twin skate boards and helmet remind us also of her
links to the pleasures of St Kilda on sunny holidays and weekends.
This horse was painted as part of a National Gallery ‘Birth of an Art Horse’ project where prominent artists
created Art Horses as a performance for Museum visitors. Buddhist monks were creating sand art
simultaneously and came over to bless this horse, as is written on the flank.

About the Artist
Allen Hicks: Artist, children’s book illustrator and educator, Allen Hicks has been Art Master at
Melbourne Grammar for the past three decades.
His work is in the collection of His Highness Prince Charles, Melbourne City Council Park’s Victoria
Collection, and in private collections in Australia and Japan. Selected for the Blake Prize, Faber & Castell
Drawing Prize and Mitchell Union NSW Art Prize, Allen regularly exhibits in a number of galleries
throughout Australia

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

SKATE
VFF-HFC-08
10
155 x 116 x 86

LUNA PARK
VFF-HFC-07
09
185 x 235 x 56
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PHAR LARRY: A NEW LEGEND
Pamela Irving

Artist's Statement
This horse was made during a short-term residence at Melbourne Museum. It uses Pamela’s bronze dog
sculpture in the City Square “Larry” as the jockey on the Melbourne Museum’s Icon Phar Lap. The Dog,
“Phar Larry” is wearing the same silks as the jockey when Phar Lap won the Melbourne Cup

About the Artist
Pamela Irving: Pamela Irving is an award winning Melbourne-based artists and sculptor. Her work often
incorporates representations of animals of many different species, shapes and sizes.
Pamela has previously been commissioned to create many works of sculpture for exhibition in public
spaces in and around the city, including the well-loved 'Larry Latrobe’, which currently resides in
Melbourne 's City Square. Evocative and full of character, her work has won both critical and public
acclaim

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-06
11
200 x 235 x 67
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ISLAND PONY
Ellen Jose

Artist's Statement
As related by her husband, this whimsical piece has a lot of deeper meaning. It is characteristic of Ellen’s
island artwork, depicting the colours of the Torres Strait Islands’ flag, environment and culture. We see
reflections of the blue of the sky and water, the green foliage, the stars used for navigation and the
frangipanis of the island.

About the Artist
Ellen Jose (1951 – 2 June 2017) was an Australian indigenous artist and photographer She was a Torres
Strait Islander descendant from Murray, Darnley and Horn Islands who lived in Melbourne with husband
Joseph Toscano.
Ellen Jose's photographic and printmaking works are held and exhibited by the National Gallery of
Australia, Australian National Gallery, Canberra; Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney; Australian War
Memorial, Canberra; National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne; National Museum of Australia, Canberra;
State Library of Victoria, Melbourne; State Library of New South Wales, Sydney; and many more
collections.From 1987, Jose held around sixteen solo exhibitions, including ten with William Mora
Galleries.
In 1986 she participated in the NAIDOC '86 Exhibition of Aboriginal and Islander photographers at the
Aboriginal Artists Gallery, Sydney. During 1985 and 1986 she contributed distinctive logos and poster
designs for the Australian Anarchist Centenary Celebrations held in Melbourne around 1 May 1986.
During 1988 Jose had photographs included in the Inside Black Australia exhibition that toured Australia.
In 1993 she collaborated with Marshall White on a 2-minute 40 second animation video, “In the Balance”,
incorporating cultural imagery and music from her Indigenous background. It was one of the earliest
examples of an indigenous artist embracing digital and computer animation for their art.
Her 1997 sculpture Tanderrum can be found in the Herring Island Environmental Sculpture Park, and was
restored in January 2008.
From 2002 she attended the 3 December anniversary of the Eureka Rebellion in Ballarat, and
photographed the anniversary events.
In 2008 she featured in an exhibition of modern indigenous art at the Heide Museum of Modern Art in
Melbourne. She was also a committee member and photographer of the Tunnerminnerwait and
Maulboyheenner Commemoration Committee.
She was a respected Torres Strait Island Elder who lived in Melbourne for over 40 years and an
internationally acclaimed visual artist, educator, anarchist, radical activist and tireless social justice
campaigner.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-35
12
180 x 235 x 56
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CROFT ALLEY & PENDER PLACE (foal)
Phoebe Kalaitzis

Artist's Statement
The horses I designed are named after lanes and alleys in central Melbourne, the city being the main
source of my ideas.
I wanted to treat the horse as if it were a painting, using formal geometric designs creating a sense of
movement and space.
The designs on the horses contain sharp black lines and shapes against bright gloss orange & green,
reflecting the vibrant, exciting feel of the city of Melbourne

About the Artist
Phoebe Kalaitzis (deceased) was a Melbourne artist who installed an enormous solo show in 2007
featuring a suite of works in her signature geometric style.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

PENDER PLACE
VFF-HFC-19
14
140 x 116 x 31

CROFT ALLEY
VFF-HFC-18
13
150 x 220 x 56
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ALL OUR HORSES
Alison Lester

Artist's Statement
I have ridden since I was a baby in my father’s arms, and can’t imagine a life without horses.
This orange and yellow pinto represents nearly 50 years of horses. The small white paintings were done by
children at the Melbourne Museum from photographs of my horses. The accompanying short pieces of
text draw the viewer to the paintings, revealing the horses names and stories.
This horse was created at the Melbourne Museum as part of the children’s activities in the Children’s
Museum section of the Museum. Alison Lester (Artist) worked with the children to paint the horse. She
designed it for this particular public programme, which was held over a weekend.

About the Artist
Alison Lester is an Australian author and illustrator who has published over 25 children's picture books
and two young adult novels; The Quicksand Pony and The Snow Pony. In 2005 she won the Children's Book
Council of Australia Picture Book of the Year for her children's book, Are We There Yet? - A Journey around
Australia. Her books have been published worldwide.
Noni the Pony, published in 2010, is about a friendly and funny horse living on a farm at Waratah Bay.
Alison Lester was born at Foster in Victoria, Australia. She grew up on a farm overlooking the sea.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-14
15
150 x 220 x 56
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SPRING SUNRAY
Fleur McArthur

Artist's Statement
The first rays of Spring sunshine inspire this work, and herald the start of flowers in bloom, nature
renewed and brighter days ahead.
Materials: Acrylic paint, mixed media.

About the Artist
Fleur McArthur is a Sculptor, Artist, Designer, and Animator. She has worked freelance on many
different sorts of creative projects, ranging from commercial product styling, small displays, model
making, props, television commercials, and 3D constructions.
Her exhibition experience covers sculpture, installation, public art commissions and environmental
artworks.
Fleur has also directed and animated a short film.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-37
16
140 x 116 x 80
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ROSIE POTTER
Bridget McCormack

Artist's Statement
The fantastical filly. White and gleaming from racing the clouds of fantasy. Alive with roses growing from
her feet to the heavens. A magical, beautiful creature here to celebrate all race days and to impart her
bountiful gifts of roses to the crowds.

About the Artist
Bridget McCormack Is an artist with developed skills in drawing, painting and illustration. She has
completed both fine art and design courses, and has successfully exhibited work in solo and group shows.
She has a client base for which she has creatively designed logos, and is represented with ongoing
published work in magazines. She can work well within a brief and meet all deadlines. On a larger physical
scale she has worked as a Scenic Artist in the film Industry, as well as the Theatre Industry, producing
backdrops and props. She has also worked in the area of Community Arts, teaching and co-ordinating
groups to develop mural paintings, mosaics and festival parades. For this she has often been an artist in
residence at various schools.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-29
17
200 x 246 x 60
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THE KING
Jenny McCracken

Artist's Statement
The concept of making a horse look like Elvis is something that came
originally from thinking about how many impersonators there are out
there, some with almost as little actual likeness to the original as this
one has! It seems the look- the rhinestones and big slicked back hair, with sideburns has taken on a life of
its own. It is synonymous with the man, Elvis Presley, yet somehow at the same time independent of him.
The style is universally recognised. With only three or four elements from his original look, a figure can be
made identifiable to most people from diverse range of language groups, and a vast number of countries.
Whether this is purely the result of globally successful marketing or it springs from the genuine talent and
charisma of the 'King' himself is almost irrelevant. As an icon of sex appeal and charisma whose life was
sadly short, his legend has developed into something that communicates to people on a level beyond
language.
Elvis will never die; he'll just keep being reincarnated.

About the Artist
Jenny McCracken has a broad range of experience across many mediums; she creates 3D pavement art,
trompe l’oeil (trick of the eye) murals, portraits, visual minutes, commissioned works and sculptures to
name but a few. In addition to exhibiting and teaching art workshops, Jenny is also Australia’s most highly
awarded pavement artist. Her work is celebrated internationally.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-31
18
204 x 245 x 64
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CELTIC TIGER
Daniel Moynihan

Artist's Statement
The aim was to use the image of the Tasmanian Tiger, and to evolve the image into the horse, letting the
tiger images work on and out of the surfaces so the horse becomes a tiger and the tigers become a horse.
The Celtic element refers to the shapes and symbols utilised on the Art Horse.

About the Artist
Daniel Moynihan: One of Australia's most prominent painters, Moynihan has exhibited in state and
regional galleries throughout Australia, at the Cite Internationale des Art, Paris; National Gallery and
Victoria and Albert Museum, London. Awards include the Dobell Drawing Prize, Amcor Paper Award, Gold
Coast City Art Prize; and the Fremantle Print Award among others. His work is in the National Gallery of
Australia, National Gallery of Victoria, Parliament House Collection, State and regional galleries and in
private collections in Australia, France, England, Ireland, Canada and the USA.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-01
19
200 x 246 x 55
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BLUE POLES
Ian Napier

Artist Statement
As an artist the realisation that the horse given to me to work on was a replica of a horse with muscles, in
the legs, torso etc and with eyes ears and a mouth but no hair on the mane or tail made me want to
reconstruct the “animal”!
The head was cut off (much to the disgust of many!) and fibreglassed on to the rump. The ears and eyes
were repositioned to create a cat-like applied image.
The “horse” was painted with complete disregard to the original form with figures on flanks
invented/floating – each flank being different.
Black and white were used to further delude the viewers creating a zebra-like apparition/appearance!
The tail was repositioned on the back and painted blue – hence the name “Blue Poll”!
The symbol used in my figurative paintings circa 1990’s is the RED DOG and a plywood cut-out was
mounted on the horse’s back.
To further confuse the viewer’s eye fur feet were added to bring the creation back to some reality –
Draught Horse Carlton Brewery style.

About the Artist
Ian Napier born in 1938 Melbourne, studied under John Brack, did painting classes with Jenny Watson
and Howard Arkley, worked alongside Rick Amor and Andrew Southall.
He exhibited at Roar Gallery 2 and had a solo exhibition at the Mornington Peninsula Regional Gallery,
Mornington, Victoria. His work has been transposed into 6 tapestries by the Victorian Tapestry Workshop,
has been acquired by the Australian National Gallery and exhibited in the access studio of the National
Gallery of Victoria.
Commendations include Judith Ryan (NGV) and Maudi Palmer (ex Heidi)
Ian worked as an architect before painting full-time and is a Fellow of the Royal Australian Institute of
Architects and Associate of Institute of Arbitrators.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-39
20
206 x 260 x 56
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CARNIVAL Foal
Mark Ogge

Artist's Statement
Images of the fairground are a recurring theme in my painting. On one level it is a celebration of the light,
colour and atmosphere in this unique aspect of Australian cultural life, and on another allows me to
explore metaphorically more universal themes.
The Art Horse project was a great opportunity to do this on a three-dimensional surface, using the shape
of a horse, which is so connected with fairground through the iconic carousel horses. The design I have
used also draws on the traditional ornamentation of fairground rides, but then moves into a deeper space,
depicting the fairground landscape that could surround a carousel horse, almost as though the horse is
reflecting the world around it, or is transparent.

About the Artist
Mark Ogge: Mark Ogge is an Australian artist based in Melbourne. His work includes paintings in
Australian and international private collections, and large scale commissions in Australian and
international commissions
Mark Ogge's dreamlike paintings evoke childhood memories both dark and magical. Ogge, who
has also painted the façade for the Melbourne Festival’s famous Spiegeltent, has long been
fascinated with the iconography and imagery of the circus and fairground.
Ogge undertook a major commission for Melbourne’s Luna Park in 2008, creating a 60 metre
mural titled One Thousand and One Nights, featured in the parks scenic railway. His recent work
continues his fascination with fun parks and circus life for which he is best known, while also
delving into new subject matter exploring such biblical legends as St George and the Dragon and
The Temptation of St Anthony.
A brooding disquiet is carefully embedded into all of Ogge’s work. Exploring the dichotomy
between enchantment and disillusionment the artist invites us to step into his strange and
sometimes frenzied environments. His dreamlike hyper reality is reinforced by the use of
saturated colour and loose, visceral brush strokes.
STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-10 (Foal)
21
140 x 116 x 86
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LUCKY TIME & DAY
Eric Quah

Artist's

Statement

For thousands of
years, the
Chinese have been using ‘Tong Shu’, an almanac with twelve sections on each day to guide people in
reference to which time of the day is lucky. The lucky time and the day will achieve major projects much
easier.
The horse is an animal much loved by the Chinese. There are many proverbs praising the horse and it is
regarded as a lucky sign.

About the Artist
Eric Quah was born in Taiping on December 15, 1946 to schoolteacher parents. Eric Quah spent the first
four years of his life there. He spent three more years as a child in Kedah (Teroi, near Yan), Malaysia, with
another three in Kebun Lima Ratus, from where he made weekend trips to Penang to see his parents.
From year eight until he was 15, he grew up in Penang in a crowded tenement in Carnarvon Street.
He was taught Art in school and in private by Chia Hui Chian, Chuah Thean Teng and Lee Cheng Yong. His
first taste of true independence was when he uprooted himself to move to Sabah where he did teacher’s
training at Gaya College in Kota Kinabalu and then taught in Sandakan, for another five years altogether.
That was the time he also dabbled in batik painting (like Kadazan Woman, 1970). It was in Kota Kinabalu
that he held his first ever solo, in 1967.
Then he flew off to Australia in 1972 where he studied for his BA in Fine Arts (Caulfield Institute of Art,
now Monash University, Melbourne), where the White Australia racism he experienced still rankles, where
he taught (Richmond College, where he set up the Chinese Language Department [1977–1991]) and
where he even became a museum director (Museum of Chinese Australian), practised painting and got
selected for residencies in the US and then China.
For 30 years, he was based in Australia where he etched a reputation as one of the restless art rebels of
Melbourne’s “Young Originals”. From Down Under, he also bifurcated to New York for two years, and a
year in Nanjing. In 2003, Eric Quah decided to listen to his heart and relocate for good back to where he
belongs, to Malaysia, to Penang. (RL)

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-24
22
150 x 220 x 56
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MACRO & MICRO – ‘Morphing the Canvas’
(Horse and Foal)
Jackson Rowe

Artist's Statement
I treated the horses like my canvases - a surface to
contain my ideas. The forms that cover each horse
create a visual rhythm in response to my surrounding. The lines and spaces that
characterise my environment are morphed and twisted into circular structures.
The abstraction created triggers a visual dialogue between the underlying form
and the actions of painting itself. The work becomes increasingly less about the
external environment focusing more on the recorded dialogue of the formal
elements.

About the Artist
Jackson Rowe
Not available.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

MICRO
VFF-HFC-26
24
140 x 116 x 31

MACRO
VFF-HFC-25
23
200 x 246 x 55
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RED CHILLI PEPPERS
Alex Rowlands

Artist's Statement
Red and Hot - this horse is ready for the Spring Racing Carnival!
The colours, flashy fashions and fun of the season inspired the design of this 'jazzy 'Art Horse.

About the Artist
Alex Rowlands
Not available.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-28
25
200 x 246 x 55
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BURNT SUMMIT & VOLCANIC HEAT (foal)
Victor Rubin

Artist's Statement
The notion of the horse being superseded by machinery was behind my creation of Brunt Summit and
Volcanic Heat (foal), using cylinder and engine gaskets as stencils.
There is a fiery apocalyptic sense to the horses indicated by the draping of the various patterns over their
coats - likened to a knight and knight-in-training with armour draped over their shoulders.

About the Artist
Victor Rubin b. 1950
Painter, draughtsman and lecturer born in Sydney, NSW, in 1950. Rubin began exhibiting in the 1970s and
has held numerous solo exhibitions throughout his career. His work has been included in major exhibitions
such as Australian Perspecta (1983, 1985) and in 1990 he was awarded a residency at the Cité
Internationale Des Arts, Paris.
Victor Rubin has exhibited widely in Australia.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

BURNT SUMMIT
VFF-HFC-38
26
150 x 220 x 86

VOLCANIC HEAT
VFF-HFC-46
27
140 x 116 x 86
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MANHATTAN
Jo Slattery

Artist's Statement
When travelling to New York in the 1980s & 90s, I worked with decorative artists inspired by the ceramic
works of Mackenzie Childs.
Over the following years, this eclectic style adapted well to furniture and horses for clients back in
Melbourne and Sydney.
Manhattan was designed to represent the spring racing atmosphere intertwining the many colours and
styles seen over our carnival.

About the Artist
Jo Slattery is the daughter of a jockey. She proudly displayed her father’s chequered colours. She had her
art studio in Richmond.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-27
28
200 x 246 x 55
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FORTUNE COOKIE
Jo Slattery

Artist's Statement
The luck of the draw, the roll of the dice, the spin of the wheel… in the Chinese Year of the Horse, Lucky
Lady symbolises good fortune.
According to the Chinese horoscope, it is a year full of adventure, romance and reckless abandonment,
providing us with freedom to try new things.
Expect rapid changes so follow your intuition.

About the Artist
Jo Slattery is the daughter of a jockey. She proudly displayed her father’s chequered colours. She had her
art studio in Richmond.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-22
29
150 x 220 x 56
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THE DRAGONS Horse & Foal
Ulla Taylor

Artist's Statement
Explore in detail, and enjoy with levity …THE DRAGONS invite you to a world far
away, where your perspective can be a little twisted, hopefully, in the most
enlightening way. Often dragon tales are quests won by valour, or lost through
greed
The Pink Dragon learns that with positive thinking, anything is possible, even the
lifting of his ungainly, florid form to a dizzying height, where the sky is the limit
and a state of grace the ultimate goal. The ferocious Red Dragon’s treasure
hoard represents the luck, creative achievements and treasures of the earth, in
safekeeping.
Across the sea of void (to the Art Foal) we arrive at a safe harbour. The journey is long and winding to
palatial peaks, and is overseen at every step by the Vigilant Dragon, prepared to swoop on those with evil
intent. Over hill and dale, a sole knight quests, with only his faithful steed for support. Past the Green
Dragon’s barrow, his humble quest looks set to continue around the next bend…but change is the only
constant; and surely his questing will change him. The Dragon permeates all cultures as a symbol of eternal
death and rebirth, the evolution of the human spirit on Earth.

About the Artist
Ulla Taylor. At three years old, her mother, Hildegard, despaired at the continual appearance of smiley
faces drawn in biro on the white walls at home… but she encouraged Ulla in her painting...
At seventeen Ulla went to art school. At eighteen she landed her first pavement art commission with
Melbourne City. Twenty-three saw her on her first international tour as a part of Chalk Circle. Now
working solo, she loves her work, touring and making art at grass-roots level.
With pastels and knees pads in tow, Ulla creates public, (contemporary street and corporate events- in
Australia, Canada, Europe, and Asia. Ulla has won prizes in competition pavement art and her paintings
are represented in government, corporate and private collections in Australia and overseas.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

DRAGON (Mother)
VFF-HFC-20
30
180 x 235 x 56
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DRAGON (Foal)
VFF-HFC-21
31
140 x 116 x 31

CHIC CHEVAL
Wayne Tindall

Artist's Statement
When I embarked on this project, I decided to create a fashion beauty that (if I were a horse) I would be
proud to escort to the Human Races…

About the Artist
Wayne Tindall: Accomplished artist born in Auckland, New Zealand and holds a Diploma in Fine Arts.
Works as a multimedia artist, film writer and director, poet, painter, print-maker, novelist and
photographer. Having majored in painting at the Ilam School of Fine Arts (Canterbury University) in New
Zealand, his paintings have followed a mixed media or multimedia approach ever since. Much of his work
features 3D elements via paper casts of human torsos, torn tissue paper, Plexiglass and other fixtures.
More recently, the work has seen a fusion of multimedia elements and paint.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-16
32
206 x 235 x 70
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SUPERHORSE
Karen Trott

Artist's Statement
Everybody’s dream for the Spring Racing Carnival - a Super Horse!
This four-legged superhero celebrates some of the carnival’s great Super Horses over the years including
Archer, Phar Lap, Saintly, Northerly and Sunline.

About the Artist
Karen Trott graduated from RMIT and is a scenic artist who specialises in all elements of scenic art and
finishes including murals, gilding and metal, stone and marble finishes. Complete Theatre, Ballet and
Opera, soft and built scenery.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-47
33
190 x 287 x 87
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THE IMAGE OF SPRING (SUNFLOWERS)
Susan Wardrop

Artist's Statement
Colourful, beautiful Sunflowers – what a wonderful image to represent Spring and the Racing Season.
My inspiration came from Sunflowers, my very favourite in my garden, when asked to create an art
painting on a racehorse.

About the Artist
Susan Wardrop
Not available.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-30
34
200 x 246 x 55
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FEATHERFOOT
Daniel Woodman

Artist's Statement
The horse shows earthly strength and unearthly power. Riding a horse conveys a sense of freedom. It
teaches that power cannot be attained by force, but that it is given he who is willing to accept
responsibility in a respectful manner. Just as the horse carries its rider, the rider carries responsibility for
everything around him.

About the Artist
Daniel Woodman is a vehicle custom painter and bodywork specialist.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-12
35
200 x 246 x 86
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GOLDEN AFTERGLOW
Phillip Woodman

Artist's Statement
Golden Afterglow represents a future time when peace, love and harmony are the focus of life on Mother
Earth – the golden dawning of the Age of Aquarius.
It also radiates the essence of human bliss and the spiritual energy that connects us all – an intense, pure
gold, holographic liquid light.

About the Artist
Phillip Woodman creates public art works, themed events, corporate product launches and trade
stands, dance environments, unique custom made props for stage and screen theme parks and zoos
across Australia.
He specialises in large and small scale public art works for government, zoos and local council sculpture,
using ferro-cement, steel, mosaics, wall render effects, hand painted murals, 3D lettering resin and
fibreglass. He also helps create activations and events for corporate clients with led lighting, lasers effects
and recycled materials.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-23
36
200 x 246 x 55
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TRACK WORK
Joseph Zbukvic

Artist's Statement
Track Work was created live on the banks of the Yarra during the 2002 Melbourne Spring Racing Carnival
by celebrated watercolour artist Joseph Zbuvic.
The Art Horse depicts the excitement and drama of thoroughbred racing contrasted with the work that
takes place behind the scenes in preparation for the big race.

About the Artist
Joseph Zbukvic is a leading master of watercolour medium of his time. His impressive achievements and
enormous success is due to his ability to transform any subject into visual poetic language. Covering an
infinite variety of subjects, his sensitive, lyrical and atmospheric paintings have captured people and
galleries from all around the world.

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

TRACK WORK (Mother)
VFF-HFC-40
37
150 x 220 x 56
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TRACK WORK (Foal)
VFF-HFC-41
38
140 x 116 x 31

LAY-D GOOD ON YA
Jos Myers

Jos Myers was born in Subiaco and spent her formative years in Perth.
She studied music and classical ballet for many years. However, her
enduring passion was to become a painter under the guidance of her
high school art teacher.
Her inspiration to this day remains Brett Whiteley as seen in his
biographical documentary “A Difficult Pleasure”.
Jos is adamant that her paintings are there, not to be analysed but to be
enjoyed visually. The essence of her being is very much “what you see is
what you get”. This is reflected on her canvasses and the way she lives her life. Her subjects range from
contemporary urban fantasies (Dog’s Bar Lickas) to her now famous beach and ocean scenes. All her
subjects reflect a sense of fun. The riot of colours cannot be ignored. Her works remain quintessentially
Australian and as such are valued by both private and corporate collectors.
Jos has been exhibiting since 1992 in the US and Australia

STOCK No:
CATALOGUE No.:
Dimensions:

VFF-HFC-33
39
180 x 235 x 56
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HISTORY OF THE ART HORSES
The concept had its origins in the city of Zurich in 1986, when a collection of lions,
the symbol of Zurich, was painted and displayed throughout the city.
Inspired by this display, artistic
director Walter Knapp created an
exhibition of painted fibreglass cows
in 1998. It was called it was called
Land in Sicht (roughly translated as
"Countryside in View"). The concept
was brought to the United States by
Chicago businessman Peter Hanig,
with Commissioner of Cultural Affairs
Lois Weisberg, organised an event in
Chicago in 1999 called Cows on Parade.
This led to CowParade, - an international
public art exhibit that has been featured in
major world cities. Fibreglass sculptures of
cows are decorated by local artists, and
distributed around the city centre: in public
places such as train stations, important
avenues, and parks. They often feature
artwork and designs specific to local culture,
as well as city life and other relevant
themes.
After the exhibition in the city, which may last many months, the statues are
auctioned off and the proceeds donated to charity.
Danny Finley, musician, entrepreneur and singer Colleen Hewett’s manager, decided
to create horses in Australia for this purpose. He designed them and had them
made.
They were painted by a 50/50 mix of wellknown and emerging artists engaged by
curator Jacqueline Taylor and the cost of
creating each horse was approximately
$5,500. Since the first horses were created
in 2001, the collection has been exhibited
many times throughout Australia, as listed
in the itinerary at the end of this history.
Danny is a supporter of Violence Free
Families and his efforts were recognised by
a Rotary Paul Harris Fellow award in 2016. Following the idea that the horses would
eventually be sold for charitable purposes, he made this collection of 41 life-sized
fibreglass horses available to Violence Free Families.
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Other Australian Animal Art Collections
Cowaramup Cows, WA
Home to a wonderful herd of 42 life-sized fibreglass Friesian cows and calves
wandering the streets, parks and shops of the village.
Moooving Art – Shepparton
Moooving Art is an ever changing public
art exhibition of life sized 3D cows.
Fibreglass bovines are scattered
throughout Shepparton and surrounding
towns in public gardens, playgrounds
and businesses and are full of colour,
spunk and personality. Over 90 cows are
in the herd. Moooving Art was initially
seen as a unique and innovative way to
increase the dairy profile, whilst also
increasing the amount of public art in
the region.
Hop for Hope – Alannah Madeleine Foundation with Yarra Valley Chocolatier
The Alannah and Madeline Foundation and Yarra
Valley Chocolaterie & Ice Creamery joined to
present ‘Hop for Hope’ – a collaborative art
exhibition raising funds to keep children safe from
violence and bullying. Nestled amongst the
picturesque views of the Yarra Valley, the ‘Hop for
Hope’ exhibition showcased 40 larger than life-size
kangaroos decorated and designed by iconic
Australian artists and identities.
Glenferrie Road Spring Racing Carnival Horse Installation
Ten horses made new homes along Glenferrie
Road! The aim of the horse installations is to bring a
bit of Spring Racing Carnival festivities to the
precinct. The installations are a project set-up by
the Glenferrie Road Shopping Centre Association
and are supported by Leaf, Root & Fruit Gardening
Services.
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The Art Horses Collection Exhibition Itinerary
MELBOURNE MUSEUM
The Art Horses have been exhibited on three occasions in the Melbourne Museum:
•

On public exhibition at the Museum to coincide with the Spring Carnival 2001.

•

‘Birth of an Art Horse’ project where prominent artists created Art Horses as a performance for Museum
visitors.

•

And, as part of the Children’s Museum public program, where special Art Horses were created.

GEELONG ART GALLERY, VICTORIA
October 2002

BOURKE STREET MALL, MELBOURNE
Part of the Melbourne City Council’s public art program
October 2001
October 2002
October 2003

MENTONE GRAMMAR SCHOOL, FESTIVAL OF ARTS
March 2002

CROWN ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX, MELBOURNE
Celebrating the internationally acclaimed Spring Carnival
October 2000
October 2001
October 2002
October 2003
October 2004
October 2005
October 2006
October 2007

MELBOURNE RACING CLUB
The Melbourne Racing Club’s flagship event is the Caulfield Cup, and the Art Horses were exhibited for the
launch of the Spring Carnival in September 2002.

SPRING RACING CARNIVAL LAUNCH
Featured on the stage at Federation Square for the launch of Spring Racing Carnival, presented by RVL
25 September, 2003

FEDERATION SQUARE Melbourne
October 2003

EPPING PLAZA
Art Horses were the highlight of the Plaza 2003 Spring Racing Carnival display in October 2003

TEAC - The Mint
Spring Racing Carnival City display, October/November 2003
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CAMP QUALITY VICTORIA PAINTING FUN IN THE PARK!
Kate Waterhouse, the Spring Racing Carnival Ambassador, assisted kids from Ronald McDonald House paint a
special Art Horse; design & guiding hand by Melbourne Artist, Pamela Irving. The horse was displayed at
Federation Square following its appearance in the Parade of Champions, November 2003.

CROWN OAKS CLUB LUNCHEON
Original Mini-Art Horses auctioned for the benefit of Murdoch Children’s Research Institute - with the theme
of the table centrepieces inspired by the original designs, 5 November, 2003

WAGGA WAGGA REGIONAL ART GALLERY
Exhibition of Art Horses, March - May 2004
Moonee Valley Racing Club & QV Property Management.

QUEEN VICTORIA COMPLEX
Exhibition of Art Horses in retail shop windows, September – October 2005

Marriott Melbourne Hotel
Pacific Int’l Apartments & Pacific Int’l Suites
Exhibition of Art Horses in hotel lobbies
October – November 2006

QUEEN VICTORIA COMPLEX
Exhibition of Art Horses in retail shop windows
September - October 2005
October – November 2006

WAGGA WAGGA REGIONAL ART GALLERY
Exhibition of Art Horses , February – May, 2007; April – July 2010

The Australian Club
Marriott Melbourne Hotel
Freshwater Place Commercial
Adelphi Hotel
Langham Hotel
Hermes Melbourne Shop
Crown
Exhibitions of Art Horses in lobbies, October – November 2007

TWEED RIVER ART GALLERY
Exhibition of Art Horses, October – November 2007

Adelphi Hotel; Marriott Melbourne Hotel; Mantra, Southbank and Lt Burke St Hotel; Eyes on Port
retail store; Eureka Towers; Crown
Exhibition of Art Horses in lobbies, October – November 2008

Eureka Towers; Marriott Melbourne Hotel
Exhibition of Art Horses in lobbies, October – November 2009
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Hilton Melbourne South Wharf
Eureka Towers
Kyneton Museum/Macedon Ranges Shire Council
For the Kyneton Cup, October/November 2010

Hilton Melbourne South Wharf
Media House Gallery – the Age
Freshwater Place
Eureka Towers
October/November 2011

Hilton Melbourne South Wharf
Media House Gallery - the Age
Freshwater Place
The Australian Club
The Peninsula Restaurant, Docklands for the IUSTI World Congress
October/November 2012

Hilton Melbourne South Wharf
Freshwater Place
The Australian Club
InterContinental Hotel
October/November 2013

Hilton Melbourne South Wharf
Freshwater Place
The Australian Club
InterContinental
Melbourne Central
Country Racing Victoria
October/November 2014

InterContinental
Hilton Melbourne South Wharf
Freshwater Place
Australian Club
GPT Group
Westfield Doncaster
October/November 2015
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L-R:
MACRO by Jackson Rowe
THE IMAGE OF SPRING by Susan Wardrop
BUSH BRUMBY by Declan Hallinan

